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Functional Cues of Liturgical Artefacts:
Affordances of a Reredos in the Church at Vålse,
Denmark

Rognald Heiseldal Bergesen

What made medieval Christians able to
appreciate sculptures and paintings of the
church, and what made these artworks mean-
ingful to them? What was the connection
between material images and the medieval
mind? In order to search for answers, the
theory of affordance may be of use. This
theory is a model for the analysis of visual per-
ception that was introduced by the psycholo-
gist James J. Gibson in . Here, it will be
tentatively applied on a specific reredos (Figs.
 and ) on the altar of the church at the
island of Falster in Denmark. It consists of a
corpus, two wings and a predella, and was
constructed from polychrome oak in ca.
 (corpus:  ×  ×  cm; wings:
 × . ×  cm; predella:  ×  cm).

Its origin is unknown, but it is a part of the
so-called Brarup group, because there is a
workshop connection to a similar reredos in
Brarup Church and a fragment in Tor-
kilstrup, all on the island of Falster.

The advantage of this theory is that it deals
with visual perception and focuses on the
object by pointing at its “active” or functional
cues from the viewer’s point of view, thus
emphasizing a functional level of meaning.
Applying such an approach on images empha-
sizes the participation of the artwork itself in

the beholders interpretation of it. Its shape is
partly suggesting its own meaning, even
though this does not imply that the work of
art has its own agency. This is not very different
from more recent ideas presented by scholars
such as W. J. T. Mitchell, Wolfgang Kemp
and Michael Anne Holly. Affordance theory
is favourable in studies of liturgical art,
because it is a perceptual theory that focuses
on interaction between the individual and
other humans as well as other objects in the
environment. This provides new approaches
to reception studies of medieval imagery.
After a short presentation of the reredos

and of affordance theory, I will discuss the
artefact in relation to the theory. Four signify-
ing aspects related to four levels of meaning
making provided by functional cues (affor-
dances) of the reredos will be explored. The
first level is provided by cues related to the
materiality of the reredos. The second is gen-
erated by cues of its constructive elements.
The third is a level of signification communi-
cated by the figurative dimension of the
reredos, i.e. its iconography and the visual
appearance of its sculpted figures. The fourth
level is generated by affordances connected
to the physical location of the reredos in the
church of Vålse.
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The Reredos from Vålse

From a distance the reredos from Vålse looks
like most preserved reredoses from the late fif-
teenth century; however, upon closer inspection
some individualities are evident as well. In its

open position it is decorated with polychrome
sculptures. The outside of the wings and the pre-
della are polychrome. The central panel of the
corpus is a narrative scene, or historia. The
other sculptures and paintings in the reredos
are representational figures, or imaginis. In
addition to the central narrative field (the only
historia of the reredos), the corpus encompasses
four smaller niches, two above each other on
each side. The central field displays a crowded
Calvary scene. Each niche is occupied by a
saint figure – St Christopher and St Olav are
to the left, and St Anne and St Nicholas are to
the right. The  apostles occupy the niches
on the insides of the wings. The Virgin with
child and St John the Evangelist are painted
on the outside of the wings. Each saint, except
for the two painted ones, is identified by an
inscription below escorted by the prayer “ora
pro nobis”, meaning “pray for us”. The painting
on the predella is a representation of the veil of
Veronica held by two flying angels.

Fig. 1. The Church of Vålse, Lolland-Falster, Denmark The reredos of Vålse. First position. Ca. 1475. On the altar in
the Church of Vålse. Photo: Jens Bruun.

Fig. 2. The Church of Vålse, Lolland-Falster, Denmark
The reredos of Vålse. Second position. Ca. 1475. On
the altar in the Church of Vålse. Photo: Jens Bruun.
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The crowded Calvary scene consists of 
figures, distributed on  main fields. Under-
neath the scene is written: “Maria mater XPI
Iohannes evangelista Maria Magdalena Maria
Salome Maria Cleoph”. At the top of the
picture, Christ the crucified is flanked by the
two crucified thieves. Below on the left are
the mourners and on the right, the execu-
tioners. Following pictorial convention,
Christ is crucified on a Latin cross with three
spikes and dressed in a loincloth, while the
two thieves are tied to T-shaped crosses and
are wearing small underpants. There are
wounds on the legs and arms of the thieves
from swords and sticks used to break their
bones. The Virgin Mary dominates in front
among the mourners in the lower left field.
Fainting, she is supported by St John the
Apostle and Mary Salome behind her. The
third person on this row is St Mary Magda-
lene. There are three people in the back row.
Longinus is to the left, stabbing Christ’s
chest (the sword is now missing). His helper
is in the middle, followed by St Mary Cleophas
on the right.
The field on the right side displays three

rows of executioners. To the left, in the front
row stands Stephaton with a bucket of
vinegar. He is lifting the right hand as if
holding the lance with the sponge (both now
missing) feeding Christ. Beside him is
Pontius Pilatus, dressed as a Jewish high
priest talking to an anonymous man at his
side. Behind them are five soldiers in two
rows.
The medieval stone Church of Vålse is situ-

ated on the northern part of the island of
Falster and is dedicated to St Olav. In the
middle ages, the Danish king was the largest
landowner in the area, and the parish was a
royal judicial district. Thus, there is reason
to believe that the crown granted jus

patronatus, or the right to appoint priests, at
Vålse even if there is no distinct evidence of
it. The historian Morten Pedersen suggests
that the dedication to St Olav is based on the
dedication of a previous church at the site.

Many churches in Denmark were named
after St Olav at the time when Olav’s son,
King Magnus the Fair, won the crucial
victory over the Wends at Hedeby in .
In addition, Pedersen links the dedication of
the church to Falster’s geographic position
close to the Northern German and Polish
areas. Not far from the church there are
remains of medieval fortifications that,
according to the historian Tore Nyberg, prob-
ably were used as protection against potential
threats from the Wends.

Affordance theory

Affordance theory was not specifically made
for church interiors, but it can be applied in
this context. Introduced as a part of the field
of visual and ecological perception, it is a
way of studying how a human or an animal
interacts with the environment in order to
survive, find a spouse or to solve practical pro-
blems in everyday life. Here it will be used to
show how the medieval churchgoer might
have interacted with the church interior –
exemplified by a reredos that was a part of
the interior – while performing liturgical and
devotional tasks. The theory has been rarely
used in art history, but it has been adapted
to several other fields, especially human com-
puter interaction (HCI), multimodal research,
industrial design and landscape architecture.

The first time I noticed the theory was when I
read The Design of Every Day Things by the
psychologist and engineer Donald Norman, a
book that had nothing to do with medieval
art.
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An affordance is a visual clue as to the func-
tion of an object. Humans or animals can
perceive this function. The handle of a cup
as well as the volume it contains are examples
of affordances of a cup. They indicate to the
observer how, and how not, to use the cup.
The relation between the object and the obser-
ver has an interactive character and is seen as a
part of a larger system of objects and perceiv-
ing subjects, such as many drinking people,
chairs, tables, coffee, water and biscuits.
When a thirsty man perceives a cup with a
handle, he most likely fills the space inside
the cup with drinkable liquid and grabs it by
the handle. The cup, now filled with liquid,
has temporarily acquired new qualities – it
has become heavier and will lose its liquid if
it is turned upside down.
According to Gibson, the affordance is a

stable part of the object in the physical
world, not depending on whether it is per-
ceived or not. He suggests that the qualities
of objects that we normally pay attention to
are those that afford us, i.e. those that are
important to us when we perceive the
object. Examples of affording objects are
flat surfaces, cliffs, air, water, mud, stone,
flames, smoke, artefacts, animals and
humans. Flat surfaces afford stable bases
on which to stand. Cliffs afford danger (if
one could fall) or obstruction (if one is stand-
ing in front of it). Air affords breathing and
flying. Water affords drinking, washing, swim-
ming, sailing and drowning. Manmade arte-
facts such as knives and cups afford cutting
and drinking respectively.
Different species perceive different cues of

an object. The set of affordances fitting one
species, like humans, is termed a niche.

Several niches, fitting different species, exist
in the same environment. Every affordance
in a niche is not available for all organisms

of its species at all times. They depend on
the agent’s abilities and interests. For instance,
an adult can use a knife properly, an infant
cannot.

Affordances of fellow humans

The most elaborate sets of affordances, in a
human niche, are those of other people.

Unlike lifeless objects, such as artefacts or
stones, our shape and surface are continuously
changing, as we move from place to place, shift
posture and change facial expressions.
However, our fundamental shape stays the
same. The bodies of humans and animals are
subject to the laws of mechanics in other
ways than other objects. This is so obvious
that infants almost immediately learn to dis-
tinguish humans and animals from plants
and lifeless things, and as Gibson writes
“When touched, (…) [other people] touch
back, when struck, they struck back, in short
they interact with the observer and with each
other”. The other person is a different kind
of object than dead things, because he or she
has an agency of his or her own and a potential
to react in unforeseeable ways. There is reci-
procity between reacting on visual cues from
other people on the one hand and other
people’s reaction to our visual signals on the
other. Perceiving such complex mutual affor-
dances is, according to Gibson, based on an
on-going pickup of information from touch,
sound, odour, taste and ambient light.

Affordance theory was inspired by the work
of gestalt psychologists of the s, who
recognized that the meaning of things
seemed to be grasped as early as their
colour. One of them, Kurt Koffka wrote
that each thing says what it is. A fruit says,
“eat me”; water says, “drink me”; thunder
says, “fear me”. A step invites a two-year-old
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infant to climb on it or jump down from it.
The mailbox invites the mailing of a letter;
the handle wants to be grasped. Things tell
us what to do with them. They have what
Koffka calls a demand character or an invita-
tion character.

By that he means a kind of vector related to
perceiving the object that either pushes the
observer towards or away from it. If it is dis-
gusting or dangerous the observer was pushed
away, and if it was perceived as necessary or
tempting he or she is attracted. According to
Gibson, the concept of demand character is
somewhat related to the concept of affordance,
despite two differences. While affordance is
understood as stable, the demand character
is understood as changing according to the
needs of the observer. In addition, affordance
is understood as a physical reality, while the
phenomenological demand character is
regarded as only existing in the mind. Thus
the phenomenological mailbox, on the one
hand, only has a demand character when the
observer needs to post a letter, and its
demand character is related to a phenomeno-
logical, not a physical mailbox. The affor-
dance, on the other hand, is present all the
time in a physical mailbox, and it is there to
be perceived when the observer needs to
mail a letter.
Even if the difference between the two is

crucial, it is perhaps not larger than the differ-
ence between the many uses of affordance
among Gibson’s followers. It has varied,
according to whether the construct is under-
stood as only existing when it is perceived,
or if it can exist without an observer.
William Gaver has partly clarified the con-
struct by introducing three different cat-
egories. Perceptible affordance only
consists of the functional cues of which a
user is aware; hidden affordance is an action

possibility not perceived by the agent, while
the last is the perception of a non-existing
action possibility (like a placebo button).
One might say that a handle demands to be
grasped whether it is regarded as a phenom-
enon or a physical object.
The reredos at Vålse was a part of the

environment of the interior of the church.
Consisting of several visual and touchable
cues that could tell the user about what
could happen to it, and how he or she, or
someone else, could operate it, the reredos
had its own affordances or demand characters.

Matter and spirit

In the Middle Ages, exegetic literature dealt
with far more than understanding the Holy
Scripture. It articulated a perception of the
entire created world, including liturgy, liturgi-
cal instruments and the creatures of the world.
It also explained the world from the perspec-
tive of the history of salvation, i.e. the period
from the creation to doomsday. A main struc-
ture of the system was based on a dichotomy
between the material and the spiritual referred
to respectively as sensus historicus and sensus
spiritualis. As a principal, sensus spiritualis
was a symbolic reality beyond the biblical
letter, the liturgical actions and the created
things that constituted sensus historicus. Sep-
arated into several levels, symbolic reality
was understood as manifestations of the mys-
teries of God in the world. Liturgical artefacts
were small parts of such an extensive sign
system and worked as meeting points of com-
munication between the congregation and the
Holy – almost like an interface between
heaven and earth.
The focus of the Mass was Christ and the

communion; the role of a reredos was auxili-
ary and it was not the only affording object
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in the church. It played part in a complex litur-
gical system involving several senses with the
intention of praising the Lord. The church
interior, other people, light and incense were
specimens of other such objects. One
example was the division of the interior into
a large nave and a smaller chancel that sig-
nalled two different levels of access to the
altar, creating a tension between proximity
and distance to the Host. Other examples
were the ecclesial clothing of the priest as
well as the secrecy of his rituals and language
that made the ceremony even more inaccess-
ible to commoners. Such details of architec-
ture, clothing and human behaviour were
demand characters or vectors that were
pushing as well as attracting the attention of
laymen and women away from and towards
the Altar and the Host.
Gestures and postures of the priest and his

clerk signalled different liturgical incidents,
most importantly the elevation. The kneeling
of the priest in front of the Altar with his
back to the congregation, lifting the hand
with the Host while reading “hoc est corpus
meum” signalled the consecration of the
Host. The same did the accompanying sound
and sight of the bell that was rung by the
clerk, as well as the elevation of the candle
he was holding in his other hand to lit up
the Host. The churchgoer that responded by
kneeling and gazing at the Host, and praying
loud and intense probably conformed to
other laymen and women behaving the same
way next to him or her. With this complex
scenario in mind the signifying aspects of
meaning making provided by functional cues
of the Vålse reredos alone can be investigated.
On a level of materiality, some perceivable

properties of the Vålse reredos relate to the
medieval beholder’s familiarity with materials.
The artefact is mainly made of oak and

coloured by paint and gold leaf. Related to
the user’s familiarity with oak and other
wooden structures, he or she can make more
or less conscious assumptions about its
weight, the degree of strength, fragility and
its vulnerability related to fire and humidity.
The combination of gilding and polychrome
in the surfaces was brought to life by the
play of natural light from the windows and
lit candles. Regardless of this obvious oak-
like, painted, gilded and reflecting character,
the sculptures are shaped like human beings.
There must have been ambivalence between
the perception of the materiality of the
figures and the perception of their naturalistic
moulding and colouring – between their pure
materiality and what they represent. This is
analogue to a tension between matter and
spirit.

On a level of construction, the reredos could
also display how it has been formed and put
together. Cues could tell the churchgoer that
the figures were attached to the plinth, and
how the different parts of the cabinet structure
were joined together in order to give space to
the figures. Several visual cues, like the
hinges and the narrow vertical glimpse
between the two wings as well as the box-like
shape of the corpus, could invite the user to
open and close the wings. This told the
beholder that the reredos was manmade and
material – and also that it was proper and
expensive craftsmanship given to the church
to praise the Lord. The user could compare
the reredos to similar reredos he or she had
seen other places, or to previous uses of the
same reredos. The opening and closing
system and the display of two different poly-
chrome surfaces in the first and second pos-
ition can be linked to the medieval sign
system. They can articulate a transmission
from one level of the sign to another.
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According to Hans Henrik Lohfert
Jørgensen, revealing and subsequent conceal-
ing are two opposing visual conditions
working in relation to each other. In the
Middle Ages withholding the sacred, not
only from the hands but also from the eyes
of the faithful, became as ritually significant
and spiritually meaningful as displaying it.

It all took part in what Peter Brown has
termed as a “therapy of distance”, a carefully
maintained tension between proximity and
distance to the Holy. The onlooker was
kept in a state of mystical suspense.

Visual points of contact

The images of a reredos were instrumental in
the liturgical system, providing grace and
security to the Christian. They served as
points of contact between the local congrega-
tion and the Church Triumphant in
heaven. An imago, like those in Vålse, was
supposed to bring about a memory of the rep-
resented person in the mind of the beholder.

This was not only related to the past but also to
an eschatological promise of the future. As
such a memory, it was not related to historic
time, but to aevum, the mode of existence of
the saints and the angels in heaven. Imaginis
were usually represented frontally, gazing at
and confronting the beholder, and shaped
like real humans. This articulates a specific
demand character of such figures that make
them very present, as if each figure is saying:
“I am alive! I am here! I am the person I rep-
resent! Communicate with me!” As simul-
taneously present in the church of Vålse and
timeless in heaven, they symbolize the pres-
ence of the Holy during the rituals.
Yet, the same demand character of imaginis

could also transform them into idols. Their
presence and naturalism could be so

convincing that some beholders could ignore
the fact that they were made of oak, and
start believing that they were, in fact, the
Holy persons they represented. This reveals a
kind of redundant potential of the demand
character, supplying the image with a surplus
of meaning that could transform the function
of the sculpture from representation to pres-
entation. To an outsider from the modern
age, such cues of an image may appear as
false affordances or like placebo buttons (see
above), but to many medieval Christians
they were regarded as real. It could be difficult
for Christians to distinguish between if they
should worship the representational image of
Holy persons or only the Holy persons them-
selves, even if the latter alternative was pre-
scribed by the church. The church made
the distinction even more obscure by prescrib-
ing several deviations from the rule, such as
claiming that praying in front of some specific
images was rewarded by indulgence (see
below).

The mass in heaven and on earth

Lined up in two rows, each saint underneath
their own arch, the composition of the
figures in the Vålse reredos signifies a kind
of heavenly community. There is a spatial
relationship between them, defined by
similar size, space and framing. As such they
indicate Holy persons performing a heavenly
liturgy. Visually they appear as if they are
standing in choir stalls in a cathedral – a
kind of furniture known to late medieval
churchgoers. Located on the altar, where
the parish priest performed the daily
mass, the lines of figures on the reredos
represented the participation of the Church
Triumphant during the Eucharist in the
church at Vålse.
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According to the Swedish theologian Alf
Härdelin, the main function of a reredos was
to focus on parts of the theological content
of the mass. This function is almost
obvious since the spacious placement of a
reredos is at the back part of the top of the
altar, the site of the communion. Thus it is
the communion that is happening in the
immediate front of the reredos. In some way
or another, all the images in the Vålse
reredos are relevant to the mass; we have
already seen that the rows of imaginis
express the Eucharistic union between
heaven and earth. Even so, it is the crowded
Calvary scene in the middle and the veil of
Veronica on the predella that have the most
obvious Eucharistic references to the incarna-
tion, the consecration as well as to the union
between the Church Triumphant and the
Church Militant.
The incarnation, that is Christ becoming

flesh, is primarily related to the annunciation;
however, it is also celebrated by focusing on
the body of Christ during the communion.
In the Calvary scene at Vålse, this is articulated
through the exposing of the body of Christ and
the spilling of His blood. Hanging on the cross,
most of Christ’s body is left naked. He is also
bleeding from his five stigmas. The incarna-
tion involves a transformation from one con-
dition to another – from only being spirit to
becoming both body and spirit. This trans-
formation is paralleled by the transformation
of the Host through the consecration; the
Host is changed from being bread to being
the Holy body of Christ – even if it still
looks like bread. In front of the altar the
priest is lifting up the host during the conse-
cration part of the canon. In the image this is
paralleled by Longinus, who is stabbing his
lance into the side of Christ, and thus draining
blood from the body. Together these two

incidents tell the churchgoers about related
transformations both during the historic cru-
cifixion and during every Eucharist.

Even if the blind soldier Longinus was one
of the executioners, and the one who gave
Christ the fifth stigma, he was later considered
as the first convert to Christianity and the first
to enjoy salvation. According to tradition,
one drop of blood fell from Christ into his
eyes and made him see again. The interactions
between Longinus and Christ via suffering,
spilling of blood and salvation mirror the
actions of the priest. The latter is lifting up
the Host that has been changed by heavenly
intervention and has become the body of
Christ containing power to save as well as to
heal. The local congregation of Christians is
represented by the Virgin Mary, St John
the Evangelist and the other mourners on the
left side of the Calvary scene. Those on the
right side are heathens, but with a potential
for salvation. There are several paradoxes on
both sides. Longinus is both good and bad,
and Stephaton, his parallel on the other
side of the picture, is also both good and
bad. This is demonstrated by the different
interpretations of the deeds of the latter in
the gospels, as well as in late medieval pictures
where he occasionally occurs on the left side
and occasionally on the right of such scenes.
His act of feeding Christ with a sponge of
vinegar is perceived as a good as well as a
bad deed; good because he was feeding
Christ and bad because he was mocking
him. This complexity reflects the Christian
view of humankind as corrupted by sin on
the one hand and in need of mercy – and
with the potential to receive it – on the
other. By participating in the communion
either by receiving the Host or by eye witnes-
sing it being consecrated, churchgoers at Vålse
could strengthen their bonds to the church as
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well as increase their resilience towards
worldly challenges like famines, diseases and
war. The reredos reminded them of the impor-
tance of the mass.
The veil of Veronica on the predella is also

related to the Eucharist, especially to the uni-
fication of heavenly and worldly liturgies. It
visualizes one of the prayers said during
canon after the consecration, Supplices te
rogamus. A part of this prayer is an invoca-
tion to the Lord to let the gifts (of Eucharist)
be carried by the hands of Holy angels up to
the altar before the face of the divine
majesty. On the predella the Holy face rep-
resents the Eucharistic gift being brought up
to the Lord’s Altar by flying angels. As such,
the image is denoting a translation of the
Host from a material to a spiritual state,
since the angels holding the relic are flying,
and thus lifting the veil.

Negotiating life after death

Another meaning of the latter picture, and
partly of the other representational figures in
the reredos, is related to indulgence. Indul-
gence was a way of reducing the punishment
for sins, mainly the temporal punishment in
Purgatory. Purgatory was believed to be a tem-
porary state after death for those who were
destined for heaven but not completely
without sin. In other words, every Christian
except the saints (who were almost without
sin) had to spend time in purgatory after
death before entering heaven. In the Purga-
tory, the dead Christian underwent a process
of purification through punishment to
become worthy of entering heaven.
One way of reducing time in Purgatory was

to pray in front of indulgence images. The
painting on the predella of the Vålse reredos
appears to have been such an image. Praying

a prescribed prayer while performing a rec-
ommended set of actions in front of it were
supposed to reduce the purgatorial stay for
the Christian who prayed, or for the one on
whose behalf he or she prayed. The veil of Ver-
onica, also known as vera icon, was the most
widespread indulgence motif of the late
Middle Ages. Its main features are a
bearded face of Christ surrounded by a halo,
occasionally including an inscribed Greek
cross, on a background that more or less
appears like a piece of cloth. This combination
of visual features suggested the function of the
motif to medieval Christians; it signalled that
the image could help them to reduce the
time in the Purgatory if used in a proper way.
In the West, the fame of the motif was

related to an alleged miracle in Rome in
. Its assumed prototype that was used
during a procession from the Cathedral of St
Peter to Ospedale di s. Spirito suddenly
turned upside down. This and other miracles
inspired the pope to grant an indulgence of
 days to everyone who looked at the motif
when they read the prayer Ave facies praeclara
that he had written for the occasion. During
the following three centuries, new prayers to
the picture were composed, and the amount
of indulgences grew to , years at the
most.
It was the motif of the veil of Veronica that

was related to indulgences, not necessarily the
original painting in Rome. Thus the pres-
ence of an image with the motif as an illus-
tration in a book or painting on an altarpiece
in the local church (such as the one at Vålse)
would be adequate. Actually the Danish Brigit-
tine nun Anna Brahe at the nearby monastery
of Maribo at Lolland, Denmark, copied a fif-
teenth century prayer to the Veil of Veronica;
it granted  years and  days of indul-
gence. Even if the indulgences granted for
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saying a prescribed prayer in front of a Vero-
nica seems to have been a general practice in
Western Europe, the appearance of Anne
Brahe’s prayer in the same district as Vålse
indicates even more that the predella at
Vålse was related to indulgences.
Similar approaches might have been used in

relation to some of the saint figures of the
reredos individually, regardless of whether
they were related to specific indulgences.
Underneath each of them it is written the
prayer “ora pro nobis” (pray for us), which
indicates the intercession of the saint. In this
context, an intercession means that a saint
mediates or intercedes between God and the
person praying in order to make the prayer
more effective.
The phrasing could be related to the prayer

to the saints during mass or to extra liturgical
devotions. Every mass in the Middle Ages con-
tained prayers for the dead in purgatory. In the
liturgy, this is emphasized through the prayer
Memento etiam domine (Remember too,
Lord) during canon. The priest was praying
on behalf of the dead of the local community.
He could, on his own initiative, mention the
name of someone in particular in the current
mass. Another related prayer in canon is Com-
municantes (in community with). It invoked
the Church Triumphant in heaven, consisting
of the saints. The display of “ora pro nobis”
underneath each representing figure is, just
like the Veil of Veronica on the predella, a
visual cue suggesting how the reredos can be
used.

Representing human interaction

Experience with affordances of other people –
i.e. with their facial expressions, communica-
tive gestures, attitudes and movements – pro-
vides a horizon of understanding to the

representations of humans in the reredos. As
we recall, fellow humans offer some of the
most elaborate sets of affordances in a
human niche, according to Gibson. A man
or a woman can adapt his or her elastic
appearance to changing expressions, such as
hostility and friendliness. Sculptures imitating
human appearances might signal similar
human intentions. Social competence could
be transformed from everyday life to the
cultic realm and the relation between the
churchgoer and the imago. As representations
of human appearances in a social or an inter-
active setting, the imaginis must have
demanded an appropriate reaction from their
beholders. Their gazes and facial expressions
signalled dispositional characteristics such as
authority, dignity and directness. A proper
reaction to such utterances in the Middle
Ages was humbleness, which was also the pre-
scribed attitude in front of an altar. Such hum-
bleness was generally expressed through
kneeling, lighting a candle and praying.

In the Calvary scene at Vålse, human
appearance and interaction among figures in
the picture functioned as models of proper
and improper behaviour. In this image, the
figures mainly communicate with each other,
not with the beholder. They display what
Wolfgang Kemp calls the inner communi-
cation of the work of art. The image consists
of people who give each other signs, things
that are signs, and events that are communi-
cation. Kemp emphasizes that the essence of
such inner communication of art is that it
takes place under the eyes of the beholder.

In the light of his or her general social compe-
tence, the beholder of the reredos from Vålse
could study how the mourners responded to
the death of Christ by making sad faces, and
how St John the Evangelist helped the fainting
Virgin by holding her to prevent her falling to
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the ground. He or she could also observe the
lack of reaction to Christ’s death by Pontius
Pilatus and the one with whom he was com-
municating. According to Jens Bruun, the
foreground of crowded Calvary scenes gener-
ally functioned as mirrors, in which the
churchgoers could reflect on human reactions
on the death of Christ. As such they served
to help late medieval piety performers to
increase their empathy for Christ by visualiz-
ing his suffering and the compassion of
Mary and the other saints. Saints that were
regarded as imitating the ideal of Christ
should be seen as models for the behaviour
of ordinary Christians. Just as the mourning
saints in the picture displayed how the
Christian devotees could mourn Christ, the
executioners displayed how one should not
behave.

Affordances of amaritime landscape

In regard to location, the reredos has its geo-
graphical connection to Vålse as well as to
its place at the high altar inside the church
room. Situated at the northwestern tip of the
island of Falster, the location of Vålse has
several affordances related to sailing and
access to the sea. The sea affords long distance
movement, fishing and trade as well as drown-
ing and invasions by seafaring enemies. This
can be related to parts of the iconography of
the church at the site. As previously men-
tioned, the church was dedicated to St Olaf,
arguably as a protection against the threat
from the Wends in the southeast. This mili-
tary aspect is underlined by the presence of
ruins of fortifications not far from the
church. In addition, one of the many capabili-
ties of St Olaf was as a protector of sailors.

Thus the dedication of the church to him
and the sculpture of him in the reredos had

a double relevance to the site, related to
defence as well as to sailing.
Nevertheless, St Olaf was not the only mar-

itime saint represented in the reredos. Both St
Anne and St Nicholas were closely related to
the sea. In many Northern European mari-
time towns, the two was combined; St Nicho-
las became the patron saint of the captain of
the ship, while St Anne protected ordinary
sailors. Another characteristic of the latter
was her alleged ability to protect and increase
the wealth of her devotees. St Christopher,
the fourth saint represented by the imaginis
of the corpus, was known as “Christ-bearer”
both due to the legend of his carrying the
Child Christ across a body of water and to
his enormous physical strength. He was pri-
marily the protector of wayfarers and pilgrims.
Nevertheless, he also embodied lesser known
abilities, such as the capability to protect sea
captains and sailors. As one of the  Holy
helpers, he was not only called upon in case
of plague but also in case of storm, and he pro-
tected against sudden death. Hence there are
several characteristics of St Christopher that
links him to travelling at sea as well as on
land. Consequently, three, or perhaps all
four, of the representational figures of the
corpus are closely related to maritime
activities.
These images appear to be related to local

circumstances linking the church to the local
community, while the rest of the iconography
has a more general Christian character mainly
related to the communion. An exception
might be the Veronica on the predella that
indicates a particular devotional situation
related to indulgences at Vålse as well as its
Eucharistic relevance. According to the art
historian Henrik von Achen, parts of the
general image program of a reredos can be
regarded as a kind of a circumstantial
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iconography. This means that the choice of
motifs probably was made due to specific litur-
gical and socioeconomic arrangements related
to the altar on which it was supposed to stand.
The four cult statues in the corpus (St Christo-
pher, St Olaf, St Anne and St Nicholas) appear
to have been related to the parochial defence
situation and the maritime location of Vålse.
Their attributes, identifying who they are, are
affordances that are linked to central affor-
dances of the location of Vålse, such as the
sea and the coastline. The Calvary scene in
the middle as well as the apostle figures on
the insides of the wings and the paintings of
the Virgin and St John the Evangelist are
mainly related to the Roman mass in general.

Conclusion

The purpose of this article has been to outline
a new analytical approach to liturgical arte-
facts from the Middle Ages, where the theory
of affordance is employed in order to investi-
gate medieval perceptions of physical images.
Its essential focus is on how the object was
functional to its user. The theory suggests
that we have a tendency to focus on the qual-
ities of objects (functional cues or affordances)
in the environment that are important to us
when we perceive the object, and we more or
less disregard the rest. Important qualities of
the reredos from Vålse have been discussed
at four different levels of meaning making.
The levels are related to the perception of the
materiality of the reredos, its construction,
the signification communicated by its figura-
tive dimension, i.e. its iconography and the
visual appearance of its sculptured figures,
and by affordances connected to its physical
location in the church of Vålse.
At a level of materiality, perceivable proper-

ties of the reredos were related to the

acquaintance a medieval beholder had with
materials such as wood, gold leaf and paint.
The viewer must also have been able to esti-
mate some physical qualities of the artefact,
such as how hard and heavy it was, its stability
and its temperature. At a level of construction,
cues of the reredos indicated how it had been
put together as well as how it could be used.
The processes of moving the wings, and sub-
sequently concealing or revealing the images
inside, were adjusting the perceived amount
of closeness and distance to the Holy. At a
level of signification communicated by the fig-
urative dimension of the reredos, the motifs
were related to the liturgical and devotional
use. Important functional cues or affordances
were the human-like shape and the confront-
ing gaze of the figures. They signalled the pres-
ence of the Holy in the church and demanding
the Christian to adopt a subordinate attitude
towards them. The physical location of the
reredos in the church interior and of the site
of the church appears to have been related to
the parochial defence situation and the mari-
time location of Vålse.
In my view, this focus can supply research-

ers with new knowledge about liturgical arte-
facts. A focus on perception is of great
importance in relation to a purely material
perspective on medieval art, mainly because
human perception is our only window into
the artefact. Material art can be many things,
but we only have access to what we perceive
of it. Exploring how we perceive the thing is
thus giving us more information about its
material aspects. Compared to an icono-
graphic approach, an affordance perspective
is less related to text and more connected to
the shape and material of the object. Its
meaning is related to the observer and his or
her resources and interests in his or her
niche. Focus is directed towards functional
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cues of the object, suggesting what it is and
how it can be used.
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Summary

A medieval reredos from Vålse in Denmark is
used as a case to test if the theory of affordance
can shed light on how medieval Christians
perceived images. An affordance is a visual clue
to the function of a physical object; it suggests
how the object can be used. Humans can
identify affordances when seeing objects in their
environment. Four signifying aspects of the
reredos will be explored: the first is related to the
perception of the materiality of the reredos, the
second to its construction, the third to the
figurative dimension of the reredos and the
fourth to visual clues related to the location of
the reredos in the church interior. The reredos
from Vålse consists of a main part (corpus) and
two wings. It is decorated with polychrome
carved figures and polychrome paintings. The
focus on affordance emphasizes that beholders
were able to estimate several physical qualities of
the reredos, such as its stability, weight and
tactility. It suggests how it is put together and
how its wings can be opened and closed. Its
figurative motifs were linked to both liturgical
and devotional use. The human-like shape and
the confronting gaze of the figures were
functional cues signalling the presence of the
Holy. The location of the reredos in the church
interior and of the site of the church itself were
related to the defensive maritime location of
Vålse. This focus on functional clues of a
liturgical artefact relates the object to its original
liturgical function.
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